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PERFECT FIT

Product Description
Perfect Fit is a remarkable innovation, whereby using a simple snap-fit operation,
without the use of screws, the blind, in a Perfect Fit frame, is fitted neatly and
without fuss into the window frame. Due to its unique construction, Perfect
Fit becomes part of the window, without interfering with handles or window
ledges, and can easily be removed for cleaning or replacement. With its stylish
and contemporary appearance, light gaps are minimised, giving exceptional
control of light and improving insulation.

perfect fit standard frame
Designed to fully integrate with all modern windows including tilt and turn
and half glazed doors, this unique design fits neatly into the frame of your
windows and doors. The patented no-drill bracket system means that blinds
can be clipped in place in a couple of minutes.
A 25mm Wood Blind can be supplied on a colour-matched wood tone Roulett
headrail. All 25mm Venetian blinds can be manufactured with side guides if
required as can our 20mm Pleated blinds. Frames come in white, brown or
silver. For Velux windows, we can offer a Perfect fit frame complete with Pleated
blinds only, again in white, brown or silver.
A new feature for Perfect Fit Pleated or Cellular blinds is the innovative use of
two adjustable rails allowing the blind to be moved from the top down as well
as from the bottom upwards. The blind can be set at the exact position you
require, to provide the shade that you want whilst still allowing light into the
room. Especially suitable for providing privacy in ground floor and basement
flats, and shade for computer screens.
An addition to the Perfect Fit family is a compact roller blind on a 25mm barrel
offering similar features to that of the pleated system.
Now Perfect Fit blinds are also available without cord loops, making it especially
safe for children.

Fabrics/Materials
Choose from our extensive range of Venetian finishes or Pleated or Roller
fabrics. Many of our Pleated Blinds have SPC (Solar Protective Coating) or
ASC (Advance Solar Control) coating on the reverse of the fabric for higher
reflectance of solar heat and light.

Fixing
All blinds will be supplied with brackets already fitted to the frame. Brackets
are available in three sizes: 18mm, 20mm and 24mm. Extended clips enable
fitting of Perfect Fit frames to Velux windows.
Before fitting to window, ensure that there is a 6mm clearance all around the
outside of the window beading to allow enough room for the Perfect Fit frame
to fit. The frame is assembled using 4 corner joints which are then secured by
tightening screws at each joint.

Recommendations
Min
Max
Max
Width Width Drop

Max
Area

15mm
Venetian
Blinds:		

1850mm 2450mm 4 sq m

25mm
Venetian
Blinds:		

1850mm 2450mm 4 sq m

25mm
Wood Blinds:		

1500mm 2000mm 2 sq m

20mm
Freehanging
Pleated Blinds
P1100:		

1850mm 2450mm 5 sq m

20mm
Freehanging
Pleated Blinds
P1400:		

1500mm 2000mm 3 sq m

Roller Blinds
(subject to
fabric):
350mm

1400mm 2000mm 3 sq m

